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#1 Reason Consumers Buy Beef

Taste

ANGUS  = “The Butcher’s Breed”

 

Mission Statement

Increase demand for registered Angus

cattle through a specification-based,

branded-beef program to identify

consistent, high quality beef with

superior taste

CAB LLC Business Model

• Not-for-profit subsidiary of the American

Angus Association

• Specifications evaluated by third party (USDA)

• Licensing allows brand use to partnering

companies

• Revenue generated through commissions

applied to the brand sales of licensed Packers

and Value-added Processors

• At least 51% black hide • AngusSource® tagged

Step 1: Live animal specification - “Angus-type”

Certified Angus Beef ® Brand Certification



Step 2: Ten Carcass Specifications
• Superior flavor, juiciness, and tenderness

– Modest or higher degree of marbling

– Medium or fine marbling texture

– “A” maturity

– No hump on the neck exceeding 2-in. height

• Consistent sizing

– 10-16 in.2 REA; < 1,000 lb. HCW; <1.0 in. BF

• Desirable appearance and plate presentation

– Moderately thick or thicker muscling characteristics

– Practically devoid of internal hemorrhages

– No dark cutting characteristics

Certified Angus Beef ® Brand Certification

Source: 2005 CAB Consist Study
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Where do cattle miss the mark?

* Projected

Certified Angus Beef ® Brand Extensions Brand Sales in Perspective

Source: 2009 Fiscal Year Sales of CAB® Brand



Communicating to the Consumer

Who is today’s consumer?

• More than 60% of women work

outside the home

• Still, today’s female does:

– 79% of meal planning

– 76% of meal shopping

– 77% of meal preparing

– 71% of meal clean up

(probably at 4:45 p.m.)

Who is today’s consumer?

• She didn’t grow up on a farm.

• She is likely two or even three

generations removed from a

family farm.

What does the consumer know?

What is Angus?

“I’m not sure if it’s a

  breed, a cut, or the way

  it is fed.”

Define USDA Grades

“Select is a better portion,

 a better cut.”

“Choice is a cut of beef. I’m not

  certain if Angus is a brand name

  or is it a type of meat?”

What does she care about?

The Food Channel’s

Top Ten Food Trends for 2010

#6  Mainstreaming Sustainability

“Unlike a year ago, when we were

somewhat afraid to use the word,

now it flows trippingly off the tongue.”



Speaking Consumer Lingo

Efficient

Technology

Innovative

Cattlemen

Modern

Rancher

Sustainable

Producer

Humane

Montana Angus Breeders

First-hand Experiences for Customers

FSA Boise Ranch Day – Spring Cove Ranch in Bliss, Idaho

April 2010

Engages them in

sharing the story

How to Get Involved



NCBA’s Masters of Beef Advocacy

• Course 1 – Modern Beef Production

• Course 2 – Animal Care

• Course 3 – Beef Safety

• Course 4 – Nutrition

• Course 5 – Environmental Stewardship

• Course 6 – Beef Checkoff

Become a Brand Ambassador

Visit CABpartners.com

to start your training

Complete the Brand Ambassador Training

Get a FREE jacket – while supplies last!!

Today

• Marketed by more than 13,500 licensees in
over 50 countries

• 3.1 billion servings enjoyed annually

• Generates an estimated $2.5 billion in
consumer sales annually

• Generates over $50 million in fed cattle grid
premiums annually

Retail

Partners

Licensed

Restaurants



Across the

country…

…and

local

Chef John Doherty


